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Good Afternoon Alana,
The Department of Planning & Environment (DPE) in reviewing the total open space for the
Casuarina Town Centre has identified the original approval provides 16,450sqm of open space.
In comparing the open space provision on page 6 of the DPE assessment report, it identifies
Mod 10 has reduced the total open space area by 2,645sqm below the current approval to
13,805sqm.
It has come to my attention the DPE assessment has detailed the open space of 16,450sqm
which relates to the entire land area for the Casuarina Town Centre (MP06_0258), whereas our
total open space of 13,805sqm deals only with the component of open space provided for Mod
10, that is, not the entire Casuarina Town Centre plan.
I refer the Commission to the below email from Ms Natasha Harras and the figure at the bottom
of her email which clearly illustrates the total open space of 16,450sqm relates to the entire
Casuarina Town Centre. I then draw the Commission to the attached BG&E Plan C-003 (Site
layout Plan) which illustrates the open spaces area are provided only for the area subject to
Mod 10. As a result, in stating our proposal provides 13,805sqm, this does not reflect the fact
areas 4 & 6 totalling some 1,694sqm, which sits outside the Mod 10 land area has not been
included in the comparison open space calculations for our assessment. That is, the open space
area of 13,805sqm relates solely to the area subject to Mod 10 and not the entire Casuarina
Town Centre approved under MP06_0258. When this area is included to our proposed open
space provision, a total open space dedication area of 15,499sqm is achieved. Accordingly, a
reduction in open space of 951sqm and not 2,645sqm for the entire Casuarina Town Centre will
result. The reduction in area is primarily as a result of the re-alignment of the cycleway.
I draw the Commission to the approved layout (Figure No.DA40N(21/12/09) which illustrates the
civic park is currently approved with an area of 3,717sqm. In this regard, our proposal provides
a civic park of 3,500sqm, being a reduction of only 212sqm. As outlined above, the reason for
the large difference between the civic park/foreshore area when comparing the current
approval to the proposed modification is due to the fact the foreshore area (Areas 4 & 6) within
the Casuarina Town Centre and south of the Mod 10 precinct is not included in the total open
space calculation.
I would appreciate if you could call me to discuss this in detail as I believe the Commissioners
raised a concern over the level of open space being provided.
Regards,
Damian Chapelle
Principal Town Planner

Please confirm that the line of the shared path though this allotment is proposed to be as
per the updated Site Layout Plan C-0002 Rev E dated 1.2.18 as opposed to all other
earlier plans.
Written confirmation from Council that the coastal reserve lot will be managed and
maintained as an APZ, noting the adopted Plan of Management for the land does not
make any commitments in this regard. If Council are not willing to provide written
confirmation a Bushfire Assessment report based on the assumption the site will not be
managed as an APZ will be required.
Owners consent from Council on a Council letterhead for the works on Council land.
Detailed information on the process to determine and construct the beach access path.
Which authorities / stakeholders are responsible for granting the access? What stage are
the negotiations up to? What roadblocks or concerns do the authorities have which have
prevented determination of the location of the path until now?
I am also writing to Council and will also ask them directly for the confirmation of the APZ and
owners consent.
Thanks for your assistance.
Please can you cc any replies to Emma and Anthony as well to ensure the Department has a
record.
Kind regards
Natasha

Natasha Harras
Natasha Harras Urban Planning
     

